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1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of international relations. The support of good 
business, politic and economic relations are especially important between neighboring coun-
tries, for instance, Russia and Finland. Despite policy’s influence on every day life of society, 
it is easier for people to travel to closest areas, as a result of good communications between 
countries. It is caused by people’s wish to economize money and time for travelling. Under-
standing and using this experience can work successfully for every business sphere. Particu-
larly, it has a value in hospitality. From this point, every Finnish entrepreneur in hospitality 
business has to take into consideration the meaning of Russian customers in his/her company. 
 
Nowadays, Russian tourists perform as a great part of tourism segment in Finland. By the data 
of official Finnish Tourism Broad, winter holidays are period with the highest level of visits 
from Russia. It is 400 000 Russian tourists and 200 millions euro that Russians brought to 
Finnish economy in the first 2 weeks of 2013.  
 
It all constitutes specific field, when tourism and business, management and planning, nation-
al habits and events interact to each other. It is field of wide erudition in all of these spheres. 
However, books and articles exactly about organizing events for the season of high demand 
are missed in libraries and stores in both countries. The significance of coordination of na-
tional, tourism, service and event management skills is unspoken and still not emphasized.  
 
Winter 2014 holidays impressed to analyze knowledge field of event management in hospital-
ity sphere, to organize research, to collect information and to read scientific books and articles 
to write thesis about “Russian celebrating in Anttolanhovi”. The target of the present research 
is to reveal the best area for improvement in hospitality sphere of particular place. The results 
of this development work are required, needed, useful and expected. The company that has 
commissioned research work is “Anttolanhovi”, the hotel, which is absolutely special and 
unique business in Finland. It is determined by nature specifications. The hotel is located on 
the biggest and the most famous lake in Finland called Saimaa. A place, what is 99% full of 
Russian clients in New Year period.  
 
The content of this bachelor’s thesis will describe and analyze strengths and weaknesses of 
past winter events and plan new ones in “Anttolanhovi”.  The main goals that should be 
achieved during this thesis work is to: 
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• Identify wishes of “Anttolanhovi’s” clients 
• Support loyal clients 
• Explore and collect scientific literature about event service and management 
• Emphasize importance of event management  
• Prepare development work for “Anttolanhovi” hotel and restaurant for New Year 
and Russian Christmas dinners 
 
2 MANAGEMENT IN HOSPITALITY SPHERE 
 
2.1 Historical definition of management  
 
The following information is presented as a kind of exclusive knowledge by researches of an 
expert of etymology in St. Petersburg State Economic University. Etymology is the field of 
linguistics, study of the history of words, their origins, and how their forms and meaning have 
changed in time. Etymology is used to refer to the source word of a given word. Contempo-
rary languages are full of borrowings and words, which had lost their historical meaning. To-
day “management” is known at international understanding as field of science, process and 
action and the word, that came from English language. There is a major study of management 
as process and skills, but not every manager knows, where from the roots of the word have 
come. Understanding the history of the word helps to use the word in our every day life and 
business. 
 
Latin word “manus” (Eng. hand) has gave the first meaning of Italian “menagiarre” and Eng-
lish “to manage” – to control a horse, to ride a horse and French “manege”. In England in 
Renaissance time the communication between settlements existed in riding horses. The trans-
portation of people was realized in carriage with horses. It was dangerous for lots of reason: 
wild forests, animals, bandits, bad roads and unpredictability of horses. Organizing transporta-
tion business required having a special license from English government. A person, who has a 
license, was called “manager”. He had to employ people, plan time and direction, calculate 
money, promote a trip for clients, and predict weather terms. The example of this old profes-
sion showed all responsibilities of modern manager – to plan, to organize, to staff, to lead and 
to control. (Dudko 2013) 
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2.2 Hospitality 
 
Hospitality has taken its beginning from the ancient times. It has existed in variety of forms as 
long as Homo sapiens have organized communities. Hospitality complex is an essential part 
of social and economic activities of most countries. There is a wide range of services that are 
involved such as restaurants, cafeterias, buffet, hotels, motels and villas. All of these types are 
based on the same principle – the provision of commercial hospitality (Nailon 1981, 135-
143). 
 
The main specification of business in hospitality industry is that the time of production and 
realization is the same. Hospitality companies sell services. Services can’t be produced before 
customers order it. Services are provided face to face or by telephone, Internet connection 
between customer and seller. Empty rooms in hotel and tables in restaurant produce nothing. 
Every time, when the table is empty, a company loses its profit and can’t compensate it if an-
other is full Number of rooms in hotel or chairs in restaurant are counted before opening busi-
ness with prognostication of future demand. It is impossible to expect 100% utilization of all 
rooms all the time. It’s not enough for every entrepreneur if his/her business only pays itself. 
The target of every company is to have more profit.  To achieve that selling should be high 
and upselling techniques also have to be taken into attention. (Kabushkin 2013, 19-21). 
 
2.3 Management in hospitality  
 
The success of whole organization depends on professional skills of a person, who is respon-
sible for all processes in organization, in another words, manager. Hospitality management 
can be considered as science and skills, but more important management is an activity to react 
on occasions, analyze causes and organize subordinates. Management in hospitality has a lot 
of different aspects, but the most important point for every manager is skill of effective guid-
ance personnel. It involves being an expert in merchandise and services and leading character-
istics of manager. To be a leader is personal skill, which is given as a gift.  
 
However, there is a great knowledge field of how to become a respectable manager. If looking 
at hospitality management as at business activity it causes including to management education 
subjects like accounting, purchasing, economics, food science and behavioral technics. Pro-
4 
fessional employees can be recruited for each subject, except for behavioral part. Manager is a 
person, who mostly leads and organizes others’ work.  
 
The sequence of management activities is known as following steps to coordinate the effort of 
people to achieve organization goals and objectives with using available human and material 
resources effectively.  
• Top management establishes goals and objectives of the whole organization 
• Realizing strategy in working life: 
1. Planning  
2. Organizing 
3. Staffing 
4. Leading 
5. Controlling 
• Accomplishing goals and objectives, which are established by top management 
The definition is taken from Russian science book about management in restaurants and ho-
tels. (Kabushkin 2013)  
  
2.3.1 Motivation  
 
This paragraph is based on a book, which is the latest available resource about hospitality 
management. The book was published in 2013. The author of the book is Kabushkin. Motiva-
tion is a process of forcing workers’ activities to react effective to achieve company’s goals. 
Motivation is a great challenge in hospitality industry. Skills of motivation personnel to work 
effective are essential part of manager’s success. Moreover, the success of hospitality industry 
depends on individual relationships between customer and staff very much. Even if evaluation 
of service’s quality is subjective from point of view of each individual customer, there is an 
objective reason of customer’s dissatisfaction - poor quality of service. Researches show, a 
wish of customer to be back to a hotel depends on service’s quality.  
  
There are plenty of ways to attract new customers and increase demand, such as new adver-
tisement, but it is manager’s responsibility to use available resources and human resources 
effective. For example, even if all tasks and targets are clear for personnel, they can do their 
work without making their best. This problem is very actual for everywhere hospitality com-
pany. A successful manager has to motivate employees in different ways – material or not. At 
first time a customer can be attracted by bright advertisement, luxury interior or variable 
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menu, but if a company wants this customer to be back, a company’s personnel has to show 
high level of service, comfort and satisfaction of customer’s needs. Therefore, motivation is 
an essential part of hospitality business for economical benefits. The quality of service con-
sists not only on abilities of personnel to work. The quality of service can be formulated like:  
 
Service = abilities of employee + motivation of abilities 
 
The conception of personnel motivation is based on inside capacity of each individual em-
ployee. A manager has to motivate employees to involve all their inside capacity at work. It’s 
impossible to motivate an employee to do things that an employee isn’t able to do. Conse-
quently, there is a necessity of preparation or trainings before motivation. Moreover, well 
done job should be encouraged. There is a plus of hospitality industry for management and 
personnel – usually a good service is greeted by tips and personnel are reasonably motivated 
by it. Unfortunately, it gives only short effect.  
 
Motivation should rely on employee’s expectations and needs in career. Motivation opens 
employee’s potential. Therefore, personnel should feel job satisfaction. Every individual has 
his or her own motive and job expectations. There are different classifications of motives. The 
basic classification divides motivation to internal and external.  
 
External motivation consists on “palpable” remuneration, for instance finance bonus, more 
comfortable working terms, subsides for nutrition. Internal motivation encompasses “psycho-
logical” remuneration. It addresses to employee’s feelings: personal satisfaction, honor of 
high valuable and careful and respectable relation from management.   
 
2.3.2 Leading 
 
“Leading” heading is based on article from Harvard Business Review. The “Tipping Point 
Leadership” article is written by W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne and comprises to 10 
Harvard Business Review MUST READS. Leading characteristics have considerable signifi-
cance for a person at manager’s position. The article takes into account situation, which al-
ways has place in business. The article tells about problem periods in companies’ life cycle, 
because there is no company that can keep status quo, and how leader should react on it. The 
articles describes perfect behavior model of leader. Situation, which is discussed in the article, 
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presents leader, who see clearly companies’ targets and problems and has to share this vision 
with his/her colleges and employees. 
 
By the authors’ opinion, if the situation in organization isn’t satisfied, changes should be or-
ganized carefully, purposefully and providently by company’s leader. In the article it is sug-
gested to divide leaders’ technics by hurdles, which every organization faces in the way of 
change to four main types in sequence:  
 
1. Break through the cognitive hurdle 
In many cases, the hardest hurdle is to let people realize, that some changes need to be. When 
manager’s skills are quite poor, and company faces some kinds of problems, personnel more 
likely feel the need to scan job market, than to try to solve company’s problems. A leader will 
discuss with employees why the present situation can’t go anymore and how changes can re-
ally help. A leader will share his opinion with employees in the easiest way for them to be-
lieve and realize the favor of changes. 
 
2. Sidestep the resource hurdle 
Once employees of an organization agree with the necessity of changes, the problem that ap-
pears to organization’s leaders is limited resources.  Lack of resources can be different – fi-
nance, material or human resources. Ambitions to changes aren’t totally enough. What should 
be done to achieve company’s goal without spending extra resources is to concentrate the 
most part of available to the places of system that need changes more, than others. Neverthe-
less, a leader has to appeal to employees to analyze their operational actions to find what is 
doing wrong and less effective. These leader techniques of distribution of resources takes 
time, results can’t appear at very first time of changing process.  
 
3. Jump the motivation hurdle  
Workers’ agreement with the need of changes doesn’t equal their wish of change. It’s not 
enough to organize change once – the change in company should totally change a list of or-
ganizational principles, employees’ behavior and vision. Achievement of the new vision can’t 
go without employees’ want.  People must want it to do all well. It is a mistake to try to input 
change incentives trough all the company at once. The process of motivation takes long time 
and requires finding keys to each worker. There’s no universal key to motivate every individ-
ual by the same incentive at work immediately, especially if an organization is quite huge. 
Company’s leaders’ target and skill are to identify informal leaders in collective, stakeholders. 
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These people play role of influencers at the whole collective. Informal leaders are in every 
social group and working place doesn’t make an exception. The technique consists of identi-
fying informal leaders in the collective, have talks with him/her, motivate for the change and 
to work together for the company’s goals. The target of talks with informal leaders for man-
agers is to use their influence skills on collective in order of company’s purposes and to let 
them feel more responsible and more valuable at the same time.  
 
4. Knock over the political hurdle 
Every organization has its own policy, which should be inescapable for every worker.  Com-
pany’s leader responds for every worker’s behavior in frame of organization policy. The ar-
rangements to workers should be the same, tribute and sanctions are for everybody from point 
of organization’s policy.  
 
Back to definition of leader: leader is a person in group, who has recognized authority and 
influence, which appears as controlling actions. It’s important to keep “person in group” sen-
tence, because a person becomes a leader only inside a social community. It is somebody, 
whom people follow. But leader doesn’t equal manager. Manager is a profession; leading is a 
talent or skill. Leading means being charismatic person, having special influence on people, 
oratorical skills and opinion that is followed by others. Leader shares his/her opinion and po-
sition clearly and carefully to people, so people want to follow leader’s ideas. People follow 
managers because of career hierarchy, quite often without understanding company’s targets 
and doing their best to achieve it. For success of whole organization it is extremely important 
to employ manager, who has leading skills for others to listen him/her, trust and follow. Lead-
ing skills for manager also can be used in motivation process. From point of view of W. Chan 
and Renee Mouborgne, formula of hurdles can help every manager to behave like leader and 
lead company to success.  
 
2.4 Event organization  
 
This heading is based on information from Event Management Handbook, which is written 
and edited by experts in management.  To progress starting points in event organization it’s 
important to sort out definitions of event. Academic definitions assist in engaging and dis-
cussing with the subject matter. “Events are temporary occurrences… They have a finite 
length, and for planned events this is usually fixed and publicized. Events are transient, and 
every event is a unique blending on its duration, setting, management, and people”. (Getz 
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1997). One more definition is given by Goldblatt (2011) – “A unique moment in time cele-
brated with ceremony and ritual to satisfy specific needs.” It is suggested not to standardize 
very specific events by one definition. “To the consumer or guest, a special event opportunity 
for a leisure, social, or cultural experience outside the normal range of choices or beyond eve-
ryday experience.” (Getz 1997, 4) “Special events are that phenomenon arising from those 
non-routine occasions, which have leisure, cultural, personal or organizational objectives set 
apart from the normal activity of daily life, whose purpose is to enlighten, celebrate, entertain 
or challenge e experience of group of people” (Shone & Perry 2004, 3). The following figure 
1 shows the quote easily for understanding: 
 
FIGURE 1. A suggested categorization of special events (Shone & Perry 2004) 
 
Events have long played an important role in human society. The tedium of daily life, with its 
constant toil and efforts, was broken up by events of all kinds. The hospitality area has to be 
welcome to customers by providing a possibility to escape from everyday routine. Tourism 
and going out have become the reflection of ‘legitimate art of living’ (Reed-Danahay 1996) 
during influence of lots of factors such as historical and cultural factors, economic and politi-
cal trend, seasonal reasoning and modern values. Routine daily activities are interspersed with 
holidays and weekends. Role of events in society was, and is, of considerable importance.  
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In spite of traditional celebrations, people are looking for reasons to celebrate. However, de-
spite personal reasons to celebrate, traditional habits are the period of the highest demand in 
the entire world. It increases sells in global market. Nevertheless, events have no less influ-
ence on hospitality industry. People hoard finances to pay for new impressions, entertainment, 
service and change of scenery. Usually, traditional holidays are time when people have free 
days by federal approval. Many of these events play a contemporary role by attracting tourists 
to a particular place. Every entrepreneur has to use this time to increase his/her profit. Count-
ing possible benefits of right using special events in business and costs for providing some-
thing peculiar should be done before the event. The plan of event has to be based on expecta-
tions of target customer. Otherwise, costs of dinner can exceed the profit (Shone, Parry 2004).  
 
The experience of hospitality and event management consists of right understanding the cor-
relation between time and place. Time and place assist quite a lot in understanding consum-
ers’ way of expectations. (Tressider, Craig 2012) It is obvious that every nation has its own 
view how thing should be organized. But learning of some principal points of national speci-
fication for each holiday helps a lot. It is a know practice in wide use where hospitality organ-
izations employ another companies who are experts in making celebrations.  
 
To assist in preparing a successful event, an organization should compose clear Event Man-
agement Plan, which will be available for all voluntary assistances. This document should 
include all the detail if event, framework, required settings and timetable. (CPR Group 2012) 
Moreover, benefits of planning are: responsibilities of staff are clarified in document, it’s eas-
ier to detect and solve problems and minimize the resistance of changes.  
 
To devise the strategy of event it has to open a list of simple questions like: what – where – 
when - who - why. The most important question is Why? Why it should be organized? In 
point not to loose time and money, clear reason to organize event should be found. Then it 
should be discussed in What form? or What kind? of event it is. Next question has to be an-
swered with taking into account specification of the event – do some medicines or big empty 
space or equipment is needed? – is Where?. There is a variety where to celebrate inside one 
particular hotel  - lobby, hall, dinning room or rooms – it is important to chose the right place. 
When can be determined by the variety of reasons, however it is recommended to follow na-
tional, international or local calendars. All attempts will be failed if nobody needs the event. 
There is a question – “What for?” to see the purpose and benefits of organizing the event. 
“Under whose auspices?” question assists to determine responsible and strong group of peo-
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ple or individual who will lead the processes. Nevertheless, one more question is “Who will 
watch?” is about mentality, social characteristics, some basic personal information and expec-
tations of the audience. After all, the last, but not the least, it’s significantly to count – “How 
much will it coast” and “Who will pay”. The sense of harmony between price and quality is 
clear from customer side, but it also should be carefully count from point of organization – the 
harmony of expenses and services. This question is about to plan event expenses in frame of 
budget. (Beloviene, Kinderis, Williamsin, Ivanov, Ostin 2013) 
 
Small celebration firms can have their owner and management in one person. In spite of the 
size of a company, they should have actors, toastmaster, musicians and special costumes and 
equipment to organize games, competitions or dances. Skills of acting with people should be 
high because toastmasters are one of the main figures at event – they are leaders of whole 
event. They are responsible for every guest at an event.  The target of each toastmaster is to 
force guest to participate in mutual fun, have pleasure and relax. Notwithstanding, there is 
independent management in these companies, they should cooperate with hotel or restaurant 
management to identify target customers and discuss program of the event. Involving all 
available resources of a celebration company and making all the best aren’t the right decisions 
sometimes. Every option, that is added, has influence on price for event. The price should be 
in harmony with customer’s wishes. Accordingly, the tone and ambience of event has to be 
well planned to satisfy all event members: customers, management and celebration company.  
 
To summarize following next model of suggestions can be formulated: 
 
1. To employ an event manager (a person, who plan and control the event organization) 
2. To employ a host of the event – toast masters, actors etc. (people, who lead the event) 
3. To employ assistants for event  (students, who will help with necessary language) 
4. To organize atmosphere (music, TV Show, Fire work etc.) 
5. To work with personnel (to make special instructions for event, motivate and control 
people) 
6. To make something for a good memory (to employ a photographer for photo shoot 
during the event, to make souvenirs with company’s logo etc.) 
7. To check all the equipment (everything has to be at its’ place and in right time, ready 
to be used) 
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3 SERVICE SKILLS  
 
3.1 Customer satisfaction  
  
The historical and cultural factors, economic and political trend, seasonal reasoning and mod-
ern values form expectations of contemporary society. Psychological comfort and security 
may be provided by staff in the form of service, it takes place in a built environment and cul-
minates in a meal on a plate. Hospitality management is concentrated on linking the menu to 
the sociological, economic and cultural expectations of the customer (Tresidder, Craig 2012, 
5). As for every business, customers are the most important persons for hospitality firms. Cus-
tomers are the sole purpose of hospitality firms’ work. “Customer does us a favor when he 
comes, in. We aren’t doing a favor by waiting him on” – said Sam Walton, founder of famous 
trade chain “Wal-Mart”. Moreover, customers’ satisfaction is the main target for every man-
ager and personnel in hospitality sphere. There is a special knowledge section “customer ser-
vice”. Remarkable service is welcoming, friendly and courteous, knowledgeable, efficient, 
well-timed, flexible, consistent, communicates efficiently, instills trust and exceeds expecta-
tions. (Wiley 2001) Servers must not only cater to the expressed needs of the guests, but an-
ticipate unspoken wishes as well.  
 
In basics of education about customer satisfaction the following principles are mentioned: 
• It is necessary to find out how customers feel 
• Feedback should be as timely as possible 
• You should offer rewards for honest feedback 
• The most important thing in process is what you do with responses 
((Beloviene, Kinderis, Williamsin, Ivanov, Ostin 2013) 
 
It is highly important to do more than is expected by customers. The perfect customer service 
is unexceptional. Remarkable service can have mistakes. It’s not possible to do everything 
without mistakes all the time, but it is a great goal to try to avoid making mistakes. Neverthe-
less, when you try to fix mistakes, mistakes are ability to show your best.  
 
To begin with customer service it’s important to remember 4 basic principles of it from “Cus-
tomer Service Training” book (Evenson 2011): 
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1 First impression matters.  
2 Courtesy counts 
3 Attitude is everything. Present positive attitude to everybody 
4 Do the right thing.  
 
There is only one chance to make the first impression. A person has to be always ready to do 
a nice first impression. The first impression includes a person’s appearance and attitude. 
Grooming appearance, cleanliness, body language, voice ton and posture do matter. All these 
elements are basis of professional style. People see first, hear second. An employee should 
make sure, that clothing is suitable according to the dress code of organization, hair is styled 
and overall image is professional. Moreover, visible emotions should show a customer that 
employee is calm, positive, welcoming and ready to help. Attitude to client always has to be 
polite. Using Sir and Ma’am words shows a sign of respect. Personnel aren’t completely 
dressed with out a smile. Using courtesy words and phrases and smile are extremely im-
portant. One more point that matters is doing the right things. Following ethical code means to 
be honest and accountable for actions, you should keep promises and never blame somebody 
else.  
 
3.2 Upselling 
 
Dinner is not only about to provide food. Some wishes of clients can appear during the event 
and there should be sellers and servers who can hear, understand, carry out and anticipate cus-
tomers’ needs. Moreover, sometimes a customer doesn’t feel a need to order more. There is a 
difference between seller and server. Server serve customers, but seller serve and a little bit 
force to buy more. It’s included to personnel’ responsibility to create an ambience of fine din-
ner.  Customers will stay longer and order more if they feel comfortable. Additionally, it is 
personnel’s responsibility to offer customers as much as possible. There is a special technic to 
increase company’s profit called upselling.  It is a sales strategy, used in stores and restau-
rants, when a seller provides opportunity to buy more products or services, for example drinks 
for dishes or chewing gum at cashbox. The character of the technic is to offer suitable prod-
ucts. It has to be in friendly ambience. Furthermore, a seller should familiarize his or herself 
with product variety as often as possible to be ready to answer all customers’ questions and do 
fine suggestions. Unfortunately, the power of upselling skills is undervalued quite often. 
Some personnel don’t feel the sense and main purpose of attempts to make offers.  For in-
stant, in restaurants it’s important for sellers to describe menu items in very delicious way, but 
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don’t lie. A seller should give food suggestions honestly; it is a mistake to offer dishes, which 
are expensive, but not very tasty. All suggestions have to be logical. There is almost no sense 
to try to sell meat dish to a customer after dessert. It is common for most restaurants to divide 
desserts and drink to its own menu list, not together with the main course, because desserts 
and drink are best categories for upselling. If a customer chooses a dish, waiter can offer a 
glass of wine, tea, coffee, juice, etc. A customer can feel full after main course, but a waiter 
can correctly ask to take a look to dessert menu, which usually has very bright and alluring 
pictures of desserts. Pictures or good suggestion of desserts can have influence on a custom-
er’s choice, what will give to a restaurant more profit. It a customer is ready for dessert, it is 
time for one more upselling: desserts usually go better with drinks. Sometimes customers 
have personal reasons not to order some items from menu list. Even if some items are suitable 
for them, they usually aren’t familiar with all variety of dishes in a restaurant. It’s one more 
opportunity for a waiter\waitress to make his/her best for upselling. A seller can make nice 
suggestions about low calories desserts or vegetarian salads or discuss with chef to remove 
some allergic components from a dish. (Thompson 2013) 
 
 
4 TOURISM BETWEEN RUSSIA AND FINLAND 
 
The success of information management is to collect, analyze and operate the latest data. The 
process of writing, approval, printing and selling books is usually very slow. Nowadays, it’s 
easier to have the latest information from articles, Internet and right from the target audience. 
This is the explanation why this chapter is based on Internet sources of articles, specifically 
from Russian Internet Sources.  
 
4.1 Russian tourists 
 
Tourism expenses are a good indicator of the country’s welfare. If citizens are ready to spend 
finances abroad, everything is fine inside the country. After international finance crisis in 
2008 year Russians have started to travel more and more. They choose Finland, Turkey, 
Egypt, Spain, Thailand, China, Arabian Emirates, Italy and German. Obviously, Finland is the 
one most popular north direction for Russian customers. Moreover, Official Russian Source 
of Statistics (RossStat) mentioned, that Finland is the top choice for Russians. By the statistic 
of The World Bank in 2012 Russia is in the 5th place in World’s biggest tourists list. 42,8 bil-
lion dollars was spent by Russian tourists in 2012.  
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Official international statistics shared, that in 2009 Russians spent 500 million Euros, in 2010  
750 million Euros, in 2011 1 billion euros in Finland. Finland attracts Russians, especially 
from St. Petersburg, with its wonderful nature and high quality of products. The way from St. 
Petersburg to Finland takes about 4 hours by car or bus. Even if nowadays it is a myth that 
Finnish products are cheaper, better and more varied than in Russia, people still like to have 
shopping trips. About 10 years ago, there were no international trade companies in Russia 
such as H&M, Zara, Sepala and etc.  It was common that few years ago European brands and 
products were much more expensive and had less more variety. The same cosmetic and cloth 
brand had big difference in price between Russia and Europe. Notwithstanding costs for trip, 
buying items outside was much more economical and interesting. Finnish malls have provided 
a range of attractive and useful things for interior, children toys, accessorizes, fashionable 
apparel and new medicines, which have inspirited Russian customers tired from every day 
routine very much. In consequence of development and marketing Russian trade companies, 
today everything is absolutely available in big Russian cities.  
 
Nevertheless, Finnish cloth brands, nutritious products are highly popular by the taste of Rus-
sian customers. It became a tradition to bring fish, coffee and dairy products from Finland or 
ask friends to bring it. The amount of Russians, who always make stuff shopping in Finland, 
is still increasing every year. Constantly, Lappeenranta is one of the final directions for this 
type of customers – Lappeenranta is enough complete with shopping malls and close to the 
borderline between countries. Helsinki is suitable for customers looking for the most fashion-
able brands, glamorous European restaurants and historical buildings.  
 
Some tourists prefer visiting Finland for weekends and realizing hobbies, using services and 
entertaining children. Finland is known for fine skiing facilities. It keeps high quality with 
cheaper prices than in Switzerland. Skiing, cycling, swimming are good types to interact with 
children and whole family as well. Despite there are a lot of new aqua parks in St. Petersburg, 
“Serena” is still very demanded by Russians. Sauna and spa service is also one of key points 
of rest in Finland. 
 
One more indisputable reason to travel to Finland is to open Schengen visa, because it is Finn-
ish embassy, which provides Schengen vises for St. Petersburg citizens. By international low 
it is necessary to travel to Finland if you have visa. Moreover, Russians believe that travelling 
to other European countries and flights to distant regions is cheaper through Finland, than 
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straight from Russia. However, it’s not an absolutely right opinion. There is very small differ-
ence between costs for road to Finland and economy on tickets to final direction.   
 
Furthermore, one of the important points of choice is different variety of accommodation in 
Finland. Despite the popularity of modern hotels in Helsinki, rent of cottages and villas is 
attractive as well. Russians relate to Finland like weekend and holiday place for trip, spa and 
rest. Russians find pleasure in nature of small and quiet towns in Finland. Moreover, it is a 
wide practice, that Russians rent houses for a month or the whole summer.  
 
4.2 Finnish hospitality 
 
In Nordic countries the economic significance of tourism has increased considerably in last 
years. Tourism commonly has favorable influence on economic and social impact, introduc-
ing new and external sources of finance income. Nowadays, big part of public money is in use 
for tourism development in different regions of Finland (Saarinen 2003). For instance, Fin-
land tourism web sites are supported very well. All necessary basic knowledge about tourism 
in Finland is available there. Such as brief geographical description: “Finland is located be-
tween East and West, with snowy winters and warm, light-filled summers, Finland offers a 
number of fascinating contrasts. Finland's unspoiled forests and thousands of islands and 
lakes offer plenty of opportunities for visitors to enjoy beautiful natural surroundings.” 
(www.visitfinland.com 2014). Foreign tourists can easily find information about Customs 
Regulations, Finnish cities, best directions and transport ways to travel. Finnish official tour-
ism site helps to plan travel in all seasons and with variety of typical Finnish activities. De-
spite wide vocations program, one-day tours in Finland for shopping are also highly popular 
in Russia. In February 2014 the amount of sells has increased by 38% compared February 
2013 (Global Blue 2013).  
 
4.3 Attracting Russian customers 
 
Even if there are a lot of reasons for Russians to choose Finland, Finns are looking for new 
ways to make travelling between these countries easier. These innovations affect transporta-
tion, advertisement and shopping offers as well.  
 
Trips to Finland are available by car, bus, train and ship. There are 3 trains from Helsinki go-
ing every day to Russia: one to Moscow and 2 to St. Petersburg. It’s planned to organize new 
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lines between St. Petersburg and Imatra in May 2014. A few years ago “St Peter Line” com-
pany has presented a new type of travelling to Finland. There are 2 ships going from St. Pe-
tersburg to Helsinki. Using this type of transportation is entertainment by itself. Ships are 
equipped with lots of restaurants and shops, swimming pool and casino. The great amount of 
tourists complicates working process of customhouses. It makes going trough borderline ex-
hausting for tourists everyday. It is known a new rule is already in project – tourists can go 
through customs control in car without leaving car and staying in line. Russian Prime Minister 
Dmirty Medvedev argued in favor of visa-free entry between countries of The Barents Region 
at meeting of premiers in 2013 year. This regional cooperation was officially formed in Janu-
ary 1993 and includes parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland and Russia.   
 
Finland used to be known as a country, where people usually don’t work a lot at weekends 
and holidays. Actually, this time has the biggest appearance of tourists from Russia. However, 
habits are changing. Museums and shopping malls have started to have open hours longer.  
Finns develop a building project of shopping mall, concentrated on Russian tourists at 13 ha 
space. 
 
In 2013 year Finland has put forward a new marketing concept to promote Finnish tourism 
abilities for Russian tourists, said Arto Asikainen, Director of The Department of Tourism in 
Finland. The new marketing concept divides Finland to 12 regions. 13 groups of 25-45 Rus-
sians will visit Finland with the target to observe Finnish abilities and quality of hospitality 
service. In the frame of concept groups will have free tickets to Finland, accommodation and 
city guidance. “All of our researches show that the determining factor when choosing a trip 
for Russians is their own experience, so this time we wanted to focus on the possibility of 
personal rest in Finland and self evaluation resorts of the country”, said Arto Asikainen. The 
target of concept is to promote regions of whole country, to show Russians Finland from dif-
ferent type of accommodation, such as hotel and cottages, in different seasons. Moreover, 
Arto Asikainen emphasized, that St. Petersburg will be full of beautiful billboards with photos 
of Finnish ski resorts. The information is found on international web source of articles – 
www.newsland.com  
 
Russian language is more and more popular in Finland. And it’s not only tourists. There is 
great deal of Russians living in Finland, about 50 thousand in Finland. By the prognosis this 
amount will be increased to double in 10 years. The amount of Russian tourists in a year ex-
ceeds a half of whole Finnish population. (smartnews.ru)  
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4.4 Weaknesses of Finnish tourism for Russians 
 
Developing strengths isn’t a 100% key to succeed. It is important to fix weaknesses as well.  
Different factors can influence on hospitality. From 2009 the inflow of Russian tourists in 
Finland has always been increasing until today. The situation in Ukraine, sanction again Rus-
sia and Ruble fall compared to Euro has a great influence on Finnish economy in segment of 
Hospitality. In 2014 year Finland loses 30% of tourism business income. Some little Finnish 
companies already have declared limitation of wastes and downsizing.   
 
Negative information about tourism in Finland can’t be ignored. Truth it or not, Finland 
should take it into account to destroy negative points of reputation. From the article of Sergey 
Artemenko, who is an expert of questions of regional development at neighboring countries to 
Russia, family travel to Finland can be very dangerous. It’s determined by Finnish low and 
social service. Sergey Artemenko mentioned, that happy laugh and scream of children are 
interpreted in Finland as scream of pain. After somebody’s complaint Finnish social workers 
feel free to take a child and send parents to a prison. A link for this article is founded one of 
the first, when looking for information for “Finland” word in Russian. The article’s title can 
be translated to English like “Finland is dangerous for Russian tourists with children”. It can 
be found at web article’s source “www.iarex.ruTh”  
 
It is difficult to prove the information from this article now, but it has no big sense. The most 
important that people can believe and trust in this kind of propaganda and it will has bad in-
fluence on Finland’s reputation. RG.RU is a web site, Internet version of newspaper, which 
name is translated like “Russian newspaper”. On the web site it is written, “ Russian Newspa-
per” is a newspaper of the Government of the Russian Federation, the official publisher of 
documents”.  The web site has a category of articles, called “Finland takes Russian children”. 
Marriages between Russians and Finns can be an explanation. They aren’t a rarity. It is ex-
plainable, after divorce children has to chose between mother and father, and a decision of 
court of a low will look unfairly for one of the sides. It’s important for Finland to control crit-
ical propaganda and don’t let rumors talk for whole country’s reputation.   
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5 THE COMMISSIONER  
 
 “Anttolanhovi” is a complex of villas and hotels. There is a huge territory in hotel’s usage. 
The services of the complex are suitable for different types of social circles. It can be Europe-
an classic of simple hotel rooms and expensive and exclusive Art & Designed villas, decorat-
ed by Finnish artists. Moreover, there is also the middle way also – row house apartments.  
The hotel follows slogans “luxury”, “wellbeing”, “fresh country tastes” and “charms of 
Saimaa”. It describes “Anttolanhovi” very well. If this place is the one of the best places to 
enjoy typical Finnish peacefulness and silence deep in forest with high quality service, the 
location and great lake view establish “Anttolanhovi” as one place in Finnish hospitality seg-
ment out of competition. 
 
The hotel functions are clear and effective. The hotel has the main entrance, where there is 
hotel’s lobby and reception. Reception’s workers compose the first impression. Usually, it is 
few hostesses, who answer internal and external calls, organize accommodation, collect doc-
uments and meet guests. They provide and sell all services, such as snacks and drinks in small 
lobby’s bar. They sell spa tickets, give towels, swimsuits and answer questions. If customer 
needs to order some equipment, it is in hostesses’ responsibility to realize it. There is no pre-
cise security office in the hotel. Cameras transfer the picture of public places to lobby’s moni-
tors, where hostesses observe the situation at the monitors at reception. 
 
The hotel is protected by official emergency. The hotel reception is connected to policy de-
partment and fire department. If something is going wrong, experts will be informed in the 
shortest time and come to check the situation. Fire department will attend customers after au-
tomatic call from smoke parser. Even if it was mistaken call, the appearance of fire depart-
ment is unavoidable. Customer has to pay for fire department arrival in any case. 
 
There is special personnel who provide specific type of service – beautician. This expert is 
responsible for massage, health, recreational and visage procedures in the spa room. Further-
more, there is a special person who observes water pool and controls compliance of the safety. 
There is separate administration for restaurant (Figure 2 shows entrance to the restaurant) and 
reception. The organization inside the restaurant is simple and common. It has chiefs, wait-
resses and management. It is also available for student to have practical trainings in “Antto-
lanhovi”.  
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FIGURE 2. The entrance of “Anttolanhovi’s” restaurant (photography by Efimova Vic-
toria) 
 
6 METHODS OF RESEARCH AND REALIZING THE RESEARCH 
 
The required information to plan development in hospitality organization should be divided 
by spheres of development. The goal of present development is to remove misunderstanding 
between Russian customers and Finnish personnel and to change view at the same events. 
Customers’ feedback is rather and easier to collect by asking right from themselves to avoid 
distortion of true data about customers’ complaint and satisfaction.  Basically, research meth-
ods are divided to qualitative and quantitative. The major difference between these 2 is: Quan-
titative research consists of attitude or opinion, based on numerical or analytical ratings sys-
tem. Qualitative research is more depth. It is more time consuming and more interpretive. 
Qualitative methodology is extremely effective during the event itself. (Kusheva 2013) 
 
“You will need to determine which may be the best method, given your timing, group charac-
teristics, and type of information needed.” (Masterman 2006) The type of key method that 
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was chosen for “Anttolanhovi” is analyzing Qualitative Data. Qualitative data is data that ap-
proximates or characterizes but does not measure the attributes characteristics, properties, etc., 
of a thing or phenomenon. Qualitative data describes whereas quantitative data defines. 
 
This method asks broad questions and collects word data from participants. The researcher 
looks for themes and describes the information in themes and patterns exclusive to that set of 
participants. The most right way to collect information about customers’ satisfaction is to or-
ganize an interview. Interview is a meeting or conversation in which a writer or reporter asks 
questions of one or more persons from whom material is sought for a news paper sto-
ry, television broadcast, etc.  
 
This method can also be used to analyze the management point of view at the same situation. 
Consequently, research will collect and provide results from both sides of the process – seller 
and customer, what is really important to take into account to develop hotel’s work (Kusheva 
2013). Besides, Quantitative method is also used.  
 
6.1 Observation 
 
One more of the easiest ways to collect data about investigated actions is to participate and 
observe the situation. Observation gives basic information about how everything was planned, 
organized and realized. Moreover, the concept of dinners in “Anttolanhovi” was to entertain 
customers. This is type of events involve emotional expressions from clients’ side, which are 
usually visible during the observation. Observation is an act or instance of regarding attentive-
ly or watching. (American Heritage Dictionary) The combination of observation and conver-
sation with guest provides complete and full picture of events, because people are answering 
right in time of experience, they don’t have time to think and change their opinion or to forget 
summoned emotions about causes. (Kusheva 2013) 
 
6.2 Interview 
 
One of the most valuable parts of the research is based on interview of the general director 
of Russian travel company and guide Marina, who has leads a group of 50 Russians to 
“Anttolanhovi” all the time. Marina’s words speak for big amount of Russian tourists who 
with she works in last years. Marina was interviewed during the Christmas dinner. She 
shared wishes of clients that were revealed by internal survey, which is organized every 
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year in “Uncle Nick” travel agency. Marina noticed, that wishes don’t change in time, but 
they aren’t completely satisfied year by year. As director and professional guide, Marina 
mentioned 3 important reasons, which guide Russia clients to make a choice of a tour:  
 
Ø Toast Master and Russian Santa 100% 
 
Ø Games and activities 100% 
 
Ø Live music and dance 100% 
 
The interview with Marina was organized consistently, firstly to know about her working ex-
perience, then more and more exactly to “Anntolanhovi’s” deal. Marina told everything by 
her own initiative, but the sequence of conversation is provided. Marina was glad to be inter-
viewed about Russian customers’ needs because she’s sure her messages and asks about 
games, musicians and activities are ignored by “Anttolanhovi’s|” management.  
 
The sequence of interview with Marina: 
1. Telling Marina about the aims of the research and interview 
2. Asking for Marina’s permission to publish her words 
3. Asking Marina to introduce herself and to tell about her working experience in tourism 
4. “Why Marina’s travel company chooses Finland like main direction?” 
5. “Why it’s very popular direction for Russian customers”? 
6. “Why “Uncle Nick” agency works with “Anttolanhovi”?” 
7. “Who is typical client of Marina’s agency?” 
8. “How many clients choose “Anttolanhovi” and Why?” 
9. “What suggestions Marina’s clients have?” 
 
The interview was organized in form of trusting friendly conversation before Christmas din-
ner. Marina said she likes to work with “Anttolanhovi” because for lots of positive points: 
courtesy personnel, calming ambience, high service quality and variety and despite some de-
fects in event organization. By Marina’s words, elder customers choose this hotel also be-
cause lack of language skills. From point of buffet style service for breakfast and dinner it is 
simpler than to talk to waitresses and order food. She wishes the research to obtain the results 
with the target to influence on “Anttonalhovi’s” management decisions about winter events. 
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As main reasons to choose Finland for winter holidays Marina mentioned significant nature 
and closed location to Russia. This part of the research is provided in details in Chapter 4.   
 
Actors (Russian Santa Claus at New Year and Finnish Santa Claus at Christmas dinner per-
formance) and Disk Jokey were also interviewed. Russian speaking Santa said, he had a call 
and invitation to work in the hotel in the last hours before New Year. He is an Russian student 
of “Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences. Student also mentioned, that it was his first 
working experience in the role of actor, but he had a Santa costume. There is a reason why he 
decided to place advert of his service. Furthermore, he honestly said, it was difficult for him 
to act with the audience. 
 
Finnish Santa Claus of Christmas dinner reassured his professional actor, promised to do his 
best, but he almost failed and he felt it. He didn’t prepare any speech in any language. He 
said, it was not his first role in “Anttolanhovi” with Russian guests, but he knows nothing 
about Russian Christmas and New Year celebrating.    
 
In the interview with Finnish DJ Kimmo, he shared with few valuable facts: these 2 dinners 
was the second time of work for “Anttolanhovi”. He has been 12 years in music business. He 
presents a little music brand and he was contacted as a part of this brand. He would be very 
pleased to work more with “Anttolanhovi’s” clients and he is ready to develop his music pro-
gram for customers. Moreover, DJ told he had no suggestions and information about the even-
ing ambience from “Anttolanhovi’s management. From Kimmo’s point of view, the hotel 
should organize some sort of research to analyze customers’ expectations and wishes to be 
prepared to satisfy them. “Do a little bit more work and do not expect that regular thing will 
do.” Kimmo strongly believe, if he had known more about customers at the evening he would 
have done better with the dinners’ program. At Christmas dinner DJ recognized that evening 
finished early because music wasn’t suitable to the audience.  
 
The hotel manager has noted, that it is in company’s interests to develop and involve business 
from customers’ point of view and Russian customers make big significance for the hotel. 
Manager has commissioned the research actions, of course if customers are ready and agree to 
participate in it. Manager carefully wrote down all the results of the interview and observa-
tion. 
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Customer interview was organized in time, when it was comfortable for customers. Custom-
ers felt honor to answer questions and to advice for future winter events, especially because 
they mostly plan to visit “Anttolanhovi” more. One member of family was ready to present 
the whole family’s opinion. Opinions can be divided to types by families. Further, opinions 
and expectations are mostly the same. Discussing a few concrete opinions is enough, inter-
view results are presented by different samples of families. 10 different Russian families were 
interview.  
 
One Russian tourist from Saint Petersburg, Maryanna Khohrikova, mother of 2 young girls, 
consider, that it’s better to book row house apartments for next winter in this winter, because 
later it can be already booked by somebody else. Maryanna and her family are loyal custom-
ers of “Anttolanhovi”. She told they like to visit the hotel twice for a few days – in summer 
and in winter, because of wonderful nature, high quality service, Finnish shopping and great 
terms for family vacations. In 2014 she lived with her daughters in hotel room because she 
was late with booking row houses. Usually, they travel with family’s father. Maryanna’s 
family always attends New Year dinner in the hotel, and she said, this time it failed. Aside 
from concretely dinner, it’s necessary to have winter group activities and program for days. 
For instance, last year, as Maryanna remembers, in the New Year morning, Russian actors 
Santa and Santa’s granddaughter (in Russian tradition Santa has granddaughter) walked with 
tourists to forest to decorate Christmas tree and do some sort of celebrating activities, for in-
stance, dancing, singing and playing in Russian style. Maryanna noted that her family ex-
pected to repeat it in 2014 year and more the same actions at dinner as well. Their target is to 
be closer to other people, to do group activities and follow hotel’s plan for holidays. Young 
girls were very disappointed with holidays in this year.  
 
 One more loyal family with 2 little sons from Saint Petersburg find pleasure in trying to live 
in all available houses and villas in “Anttolanhovi”. Family’s father Mr. Usachev, said, this 
time it was the sixth year for his family in “Anttolanhovi”. They try to attend in every season. 
They prefer “Anttolanhovi” because of big difference between St. Petersburg and Anttola, 
unique location and similar families in “Anttolanhovi” as they are. They usually book a villa 
together with one more family among friends. They don’t attend celebratory dinner, because 
they don’t find it interesting. They organize dinner and celebration at villa.  From their point 
of view at this question, it costs the same, but they feel they can influence on their celebration 
themselves. Even so, this type of family expects lots of day activities. They want to leave 
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children with professional actors or people, who can engage kids for few hours when adults 
can have a rest without children.  
 
Finally, the last type of discussed tourists: older people or older couples. They travel without 
children, they don’t have a lot of power to do daily activities, but they visit “Anttolanhovi” to 
celebrate New Year (or Orthodox Christmas) at dinner in group of the same people, to spend 
time, to socialize and etc. This age category won’t do some very active type of entertainment, 
but they would like to hear toasts, wishes, see some performance and dance a little bit.   
 
6.3 Questionnaire 
 
“Anttolanhovi” always offers to customers to participate voluntary in the internal question-
naire. The questionnaire collects information about customers’ impressions and evaluation 
after accommodation time in “Anttlanhovi” hotel. The questionnaire is in Russian language. 
Analysis of answers helps to see the picture of target audience without observing the hotel, 
only by fact of answers. After winter holidays the hotel shared with random samples of an-
swers. There are answers of 20 people, which are presented in table 1 (a. All participants are 
from St. Petersburg. 
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FIGURE 3. The example of questionnaire for Russian guests.  
 
Sometimes customers’ loyalty is not about a place, but about a seller. Good workers are one 
of the most important key points of success of hospitality industry. (Thompson, 2013) One of 
valuable findings in human resources in “Anttolanhovi” is Pekkanen family: Russian woman 
Marina and her adult son half Finnish Mark. Marina has lived in Finland lots of years and 
speaks both languages - Russian and Finnish fluent. Marina has worked in “Anttolanhovi” 
around 10 years at reception. Mark is a Finnish student. In every vacations he has practice in 
“Anttolanhovi”. It is difficult to say what language is closer to him – Mark speaks very well 
Russian, Finnish and English too. All Russian customers know Marina and Mark. Obviously, 
that Marina is great funding for “Anttolanhovi” because a wide range of reasons, but the most 
important thing is that Marina and Mark speaks few languages. They play the role of commu-
nication bridge between Finnish personnel and Russian customers, what is really important 
for this kind of business. Unfortunately, Marina and Mark had no working hours at New Year 
and Russian Christmas, their involvement could have helped a lot.  
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Moreover, customers feel big trust and friendship with Marina and her son. It can be ex-
plained by lots of years of loyalty. Russian guests see Marina as part of their celebration. For 
example, this winter holidays Marina came to work in “Anttolanhovi” from St. Petersburg 
together with Russian customers in their car. Marina knows all Russian loyal customers per-
sonally. There are about 10 families who have made friends with Marina. Customers don’t 
hide any personal information from her. They prepare presents for Pekkanen family. For in-
stance, last year these families asked Marina to book a few houses and villas. What is amaz-
ing, some families from loyal customers made friends with each other long ago. They meet 
each other at particular time in “Anttolanhovi”, for example every New Year celebration. 
These families book a few villas by the same last name and only at reception in Finland they 
decide who will live in what villa for this time. It is a sort of competition for them who will 
come first and take the best villa. Nevertheless, they discuss booking villas for next year, be-
cause it’s common for “Anttolanhovi” to book placement long before winter holiday. It’s a 
season of high demand. Marina can tell lots of stories about these families, of course in frame 
of their privacy. She knows what they need and what they expect. Despite Marina’ s nice per-
son, she is a professional worker. She is great in combination of friendship and work. There is 
high probability that Marina and friendship between families support the faithfulness to the 
hotel. Loyal customers feel in “Anttolanhovi” like at home. This experience is also motivated 
by loyalty program of the hotel – loyal customers have big discounts.  
 
 
 
7 DESCRIPTION AND OBSERVATION OF 2014 YEAR WINTER EVENTS 
 
There is an special celebratory dinner annually for New Year and Russian Christmas in 
“Anttolanhovi’s” restaurant. It costs three times more expensive than everyday dinner. It is 
common for Europe to celebrate Christmas on 25th December. Russians are mostly Orthodox 
Christians. 7th January is the day of Russian Christmas. Year by year there is a lot of orga-
nized tours to visit “Anttolanhovi” at winter holidays for Russians, in which there is included 
option to visit one or two of these celebrating dinners. Absolutely obvious is that only Russian 
clients attend Russian Christmas dinner, but that New Year dinner was also ordered exclu-
sively by Russians. An evident observation of restaurant room was enough to identify target 
audience for these events. 
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A type of service for dinners, what was chosen for all winter vacations was buffet style. The 
dining room was specially designed for holiday time with lights on the roof, what was greeted 
by clients very well. Loyal customers noticed it as first time, when dinning room is so attrac-
tive for celebration. (Figure 3 presents winter decorations of the restaurant) 
 
 
 
FIGURE 4. The decoration of “Anttolanhovi’s” restaurant (photography by Efimova 
Victoria) 
 
 
7.1 New Year night 
 
The dinner started at 20 o’clock with meeting guests and giving one free champagne glass. 
There was also a glass of champagne without alcohol for children. The tables were already 
served by cutlery. There was nothing especial in buffet and only two types of beverages such 
as home beer and water, what is a wrong choice for children. Apple juice was free, but per-
sonnel forgot to put carafes of juice on buffet table.“Anttolanhovi’s” management invited a 
Disc Jockey for dinner and a party after official part. It was planned, that great firework final-
izes the New Year party.  
 
To entertain guests there was an organized congratulations and presents delivery with hotel 
logo for adults and children by Russian speaking Santa Claus. This was a first trouble of event 
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– Russian actor had felt sick and reception workers found somebody else at the very last mo-
ment. The new actor had a costume, but not professional scene skills. His performance failed. 
Nobody gave him a microphone. Moreover, his voice was quieter that normal people do. It 
was really hard to hear him. There was an option for adults to bring their presents for children 
for Santa to hand them during the show, but Santa forgot to do so. He left a dining room after 
5 minute scanty performance and left gusts absolutely unsatisfied with their expectations of 
great celebration. 
 
Moreover, there was a confused situation to congratulate forgotten children by students be-
cause Santa was already out. Parents were a little bit annoyed and kids were disappointed as 
well. Back to Santa’s show it must be taken into attention that presents for adults had a visible 
difference in quality. The content of gifts was the same, but some guests had beautiful silver 
gift bags and others had their presents in cheap brown paper pack that also brought feeling of 
difference in attitude to guests. Guests had started to ask – “Why we all have different pre-
sents” and “How do you define whom to present the best ones?” After the show it was seen 
that there were definitely enough silver bags for all guests, there was no sense to present 
brown ones. The picture of event looked totally failed. 
 
One noticeable plus of Santa’s performance was the option to make photographs together with 
Santa. Even it looks like children amusement, adults also enjoyed it. Unfortunately, Santa felt 
so uncomfortable, not all guests had time to make nice photos. Guests started to worry about 
dinner program, but they knew nobody whom to ask. Russian president’s speech live steam 
was planned and provided, but guests weren’t informed about it. It was in a separate room, 
even if there were a few TV boxes right in dinning room. It causes awkward situation when 
guests had to leave their places to go and watch president’s show. Some guests started to ask 
questions such as “is it available” or “how much is it to watch president speech” even if it was 
absolutely free for them.  
 
Dick Jockey had no suitable music for that evening. He wasn’t well prepared. There was no 
winter hits or best party songs from average years of youth of customers in his disc collection. 
It was really important to observe guests’ age and line up right music, because people ex-
pected to dance as it was promised in dinner plan, but everybody decided to leave restaurant 
long before midnight. DJ had too modern or too rocking music for that elegant dinner and this 
music scared people away. Actually, he didn’t do something special or professional. DJ 
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played songs one by one, just like old stereo system can play from CD-disc. Money spent for 
DJ’s attendance is questionable. Nobody danced that night. 
 
The party ended with wonderful and impressive firework. Fireworks are in great demand in 
Russia. Fireworks in Russia, accompany all celebrations and notably, New Year party too. 
New Year and Christmas are family holidays for Russians, but most people leave their houses 
to watch free fireworks or to organize their own amateur firework. That’s why Russian cli-
ents, as experts in watching fireworks, evaluated “Anttolanhovi’s” firework with the highest 
degree.  
 
7.2 Christmas dinner 
 
In comparing with New Year party Russian Christmas dinner was planned a little bit modest-
ly, customers were older, music louder and more modern. The variety of menu was fairly sim-
ilar. Dick Jockey and Santa Claus performances were included as well, but without firework 
and translation of Russian TV channel. Price for dinner is also three times more expensive, 
than commonly – 57 euro. Unfortunately, Santa Claus was Finnish. It looked rather senseless, 
because Russian elder people absolutely don’t speak any foreign languages. Actor promised 
to use a few Russian words or English, but he forgot to speak at all. He kept awkward silence, 
shaking hands and unselfconfident moves. Customers organized one dance in the circle with 
Santa. Fortunately, guests found pleasure in making photography with Santa Claus. It was 
really crowded around Santa to make photos with him. People used all available resources to 
make photos – smartphones, cameras, video cameras, tablets and mobile phones. Somebody 
had professional photo camera, somebody didn’t. After it everybody decided to leave the din-
ning room because there was no more entertainment for them. 
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FIGURE 5. Santa Claus at Orthodox Christmas in “Anttolanhovi”  
 
 
 
8 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 
 
This chapter shares the inferences, witch are based on observation and interview. Observation 
is an act of noting, recording and watching the subject of the research and making inferences 
about the subject of observation. (American Heritage Dictionary) Interview is a conversation, 
such as one conducted by a reporter, in which facts or statements are elicited from another. 
(American Heritage Dictionary)  
 
The business can’t keep status quo. Development of competitors, new market offers, seasonal 
factors, deterioration and aging, bad marketing always influence on every business project 
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even if it is successful. There is always a space for improvements. Making successful im-
provement decisions are key point of keeping a company profitable. Despite the fact, that 
“Anttolanhovi’s” deal is great, brief observation and interview have reflected that there are a 
few more customers’ wishes that were unheeded by hotel’s organization. The specification of 
this work was concretized by already chosen criteria for improvement – Delight of Russian 
customers during winter holidays. It is easier and more effective to start fixing weaknesses, 
which are on the surface. Theoretical knowledge is inseparable part of education and gives 
answers for all known causes in hospitality industry.  
 
In spite of high quality service in hotel, there was a great deal of organizational mistakes dur-
ing dinner events. These mistakes are results of absence of a person in charge for these din-
ners. Dinners were planned before the events and all personnel worked by themselves follow-
ing plan. Waitresses took care of plates and dishes, but guests were left by their own. Nobody 
managed the situation and personnel actions during dinners were going on, as it was needed: 
there was no control and no leading.  
 
Special guests like Disk Jokey and Santa Claus were also by themselves. Music and show 
weren’t organically to each other and to events’ specification, because both didn’t have 
straight guidance and instructions. Furthermore, DJ and Santa Claus had support and coopera-
tion from nobody. Customers had already paid for the service and personnel weren’t really 
motivated to entertain and elate guests. Therefore, customers left dinner early and they didn’t 
order drinks for money. It causes loses of profit.  
 
There is still a quite poor connection between guests of hotel and people who carry out the 
events.  “Anttolanhovi” hotel is known as a place for great family rest and relax with quite 
expensive price of service, which is appropriate mostly for adults and elder people. Russians 
are known as people with bad foreign language skills. Especially, this age category, what is 
target audience of “Anttolanhovi”. However, personnel don’t speak Russian. There is no need 
to employ professional personnel only by criteria does they have skills of Russian language, 
because the agio of Russians is not all the time in “Anttolanhovi”. Generally, employees, who 
already work in “Anttolanhovi” and speak both languages, are enough, but it is very important 
to use them in periods of high demand. It would be very useful to employ a few Russian 
speaking helpers or Russian trainees for this kind of events, for instance, Russian students. 
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Winter holidays were recognized like period of the highest demand for Russian customers, 
what is based on theoretical background of the thesis. All official statistic sources mention 
and prove winter holiday like the highest demand period of arrival Russian customers to Fin-
land. It is explained by long vacation period in whole Russia, national meaning of winter hol-
idays and allure of Finnish nature and typical entertainment. For every entrepreneur and or-
ganizations, it is important to take into account New Year and Christmas are the most favorite 
holidays for Russians.  
 
Even if customers were a little bit dissapointed with New Year or Christmas dinners, they 
promised to be back in summer or winter again. “Anttolanhovi” hotel has big loyalty from 
Russian customers. Customers have pleasure to stay in “”Anttolanhovi” for a family rest. 
Russian guests agree with “Anttolanhovi” prices. They find “Anttolanhovi’s” service and 
quality very high, but there is a problem of organizing New Year and Orthodox Christmas. 
“Anttolanhovi’s” guests were glad to share their expectations and “Anttolanhovi” manage-
ment is ready to listen for it. Moreover, the hotel’s management feels big significance in satis-
fying Russian customers’ needs. Establishing best communication to identify customers’ 
wishes is one of the targets of the hotel. “Anttolanhovi” is ready to make some alterations to 
attract Russian customers with best offers. Personnel of “Anttolanhovi” is ready to satisfy 
customers as well, but they consider, mistakes of events were made because of lack of under-
standing national habits and some points of organizing events. Personnel would like to be 
more informed about even organization and service for Russians.  
 
It can be concluded, from Russian customers’ point of view, there is only one sphere for im-
provement in hotel – New Year dinner and Orthodox Christmas dinner. To summarize causes 
of negative results at winter events 2014 following problems can be formulated: 
 
• No management on events 
• No personnel effort and no well competence to work with foreign customers 
• No customer satisfaction  
• No upselling 
• No understanding of events’ importance  
• No involving Russian speaking personnel 
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9 PLANNING WINTER EVENTS FOR 2015 YEAR 
 
As the research showed, winter holidays in “Anttolanhovi” should have changes only in 
sphere of event organization. The target of this chapter is to offer improvements for success of 
future winter holidays in “Anttolanhovi” and to avoid repeating mistakes, which had place. 
Planning for future events in “Anttolanhovi” chapter is a list of suggestions, based on the re-
sults of customers’ interview and observation of New Year and Orthodox Christmas Events 
2014. The list is the easiest for understanding model of presentation the ideas. The sugges-
tions are in sequence from the most important to the less, but still useful.  
1. To appoint a person, who will play a role of event manager 
 
It should be essential point in organizing New Year and Christmas events. This person should 
be responsible to control the situation at the diners and coordinate working processes at all 
stages – music, guests, waitresses, actor performance and buffet. It is extremely important for 
event manager to have Russian language skills. This person will also provide communication 
between guests and personnel. It’s impossible to control Russian celebration if you don’t un-
derstand Russian.  
 
2. To order a few actors – Russian Santa Claus and his granddaughter 
 
Only Russian actors can cope with this part of events, because of fluent language and follow-
ing Russian folklore. They will carry about all the guests. It’s important to organize enter-
tainment for the whole audience, but special attention to children. Ceremonial presentation of 
gifts, roundelay and time for making photos with Santa Claus and his granddaughter should 
be included to the program. Actors should prepare speech, games and dances before events, 
because attempts to improvise is totally not enough as previous winter holidays showed. Per-
formance should be around one hour. Santa and his granddaughter are key part of New Year 
and Christmas parties. Their participating emphasizes the difference between winter celebra-
tions and all the rest holidays. They will also substitute the role of toast master, which was 
founded in research as significant. And remember about the existence of microphone.  
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3. To order musicians 
 
Choice between live music band and DJ depends on hotel’s finance situation. Customers vot-
ed more for live music, what can be more expensive for the hotel, but if DJ will prepare better 
this time, he can also manage. 
For example, it can be difference between New Year and Christmas – DJ is rather for New 
Year, but Christmas guests are older, they would really prefer live music band.   
Music list for the evening should be suitable for the taste and age of Russian guests, for danc-
ing and for eating. Some consultation about typical winter songs is needed, especially Russian 
songs, if DJ works with customers. Music in time of Santa’s performance should be also 
planned and discussed before the events. Santa’s arrival can be more spectacular, if special 
sounds are used.  
 
4. To employ a few Russian students  
 
One Russian speaking event manager isn’t enough. It is planned, that customers’ amount will 
be very big and every table will expect some attention and help. Students can be involved in 
the process all the time. They can translate between languages and support customers. Per-
haps, students can wear something funny like red hats to improve the atmosphere of celebra-
tion.  
 
5. To organize a live stream of Russian president speech at New Year.  
 
Last times guest felt awkward about watching. Personnel should let people know before the 
event where it is available or try to provide speech right to dining room.  
 
6. “Anttolanhovi” special presents for guest should be totally the same.  
 
7. To motivate restaurant personnel 
 
Personnel have to participate more in the ambience, not only plates. Serve customers more 
personally and use upselling technics.  
 
8. To check all buffet items – not to forget to put something special or important 
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9. To order firework for New Year party. 
 
10. Photography 
 
Russian customers love to make photos. (Figure 6 as example) Professional photographer can 
be employed, for example, to organize photo session right at evenings, free for customers. 
Usually photographer’s service at photo session costs around 50-100 euros. Photos can be 
published in Internet on official pages of the hotel, where customers can find their photos. It 
will help to promote the web site more. For instance, photography service can be available 
during all the winter holidays. Shooting, editing and printing photos can be additional service 
for customers. 
 
11.  Marketing 
 
“Anttolanhovi” already has an account in one of the most famous Russian social network. 
(www.vk.com) However, the page looks a little bit not “alive”. Russian employees of “Antto-
lanhovi” should care more about it, because it is a great and modern way to attract new cus-
tomers and promote your business absolutely for free. What is required – to publish esthetic 
photos, organize competition for discounts between account’s followers and another new 
techniques, that are in huge use nowadays. There also can be publication of New 
Year/Christmas photos of customers, if a photographer is invited.   
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FIGURE 6. Customers organized making photographs with Santa Claus 
 
12. Presents service 
 
Every year the chiefs of restaurant in “Anttolanhovi” prepare decorated figures from ginger 
bread. Ginger bread houses, hearts, stars and people are absolutely eatable and even tasty. The 
target of cooking them is to decorate the hotel and organize one more profitable service for 
customers – to buy a house or a star. However, if all shelves are usually full, the service 
doesn’t use popularity for customers. It is better to try to use it in any case, then to put it to 
rubbish, when the holidays end. As example, it can have another sense of service. 
For instance, it is available for parents to give Santa Claus some gift for their children to de-
liver at dinners, but not everybody knows it. This service should be more promoted and also 
presented like some small samples of gifts Santa already has for parents to choose and pay – it 
can be ginger bread figures. Furthermore, houses and stars can be involved in celebration 
games with Santa as a gift for a winner. It will increase a little bit competition between guests 
and makes games more funny and interesting for guests.  
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APPENDIX 
 
 
TABLE 1. Number of results of internal questionnaire in “Anttolanhovi” 
 
When you visit 
us? 
Winter Summer Spring Autumn 
20 6 4 2 
Who with do 
you come? 
Family Friends Both 
8 8 4 
Evaluation of 
food and service 
Good Great 
4 16 
Harmony of 
price and quality 
Optimal Great 
18 2 
Age 
Less than 18 18-25 26-35 36-45 
More than 
45 
2 2 2 10 12 
 
 
